EMBEDDED SYSTEMS PRODIGY (m/f)
Embedded Software Engineer
Full time internship / Position

FAZUA is a young and international company based in Munich since 2013. We developed an
eBike drive system called evation. It´s the lightest and most compact drive system for eBikes
in its category. Containing motor, electronics and battery in a single unit, its magic resides on
the integrated design as well as on the possibility to be clicked in and out from the down
tube at any time.
With huge bike manufacturers using evation, many say we created the future of eBiking. To
successfully accomplish our mission and to spread the world with FAZUA products we
urgently need to recruit very special new warriors for our team.
Our Embedded Systems Prodigy  will deeply sink into our bleeding-edge developments and
will nimbly create new functionalities and systems with real impact. Tons of infrastructure will
rely on you. You set the limits. Ready for the challenge of a lifetime?
Our desired warrior’s skills:
-

Electrical/Electronic/Industrial/IT Master’s Degree (or very close to finish).
Less than 3 years of experience or more than 30.
A great sense of responsibility (and humor).
Resourcefulness, creative and positive thinking.
Love for C, RTOS and Git.
Strong organizational and planning skills.
Teamwork guru.
Passion for his/her work and aim for excellence.
Hardware fearless. The closer you are to hardware, the better.
English is a must, German is a plus.

We offer…
-

100% Flexible schedule.
International-always-hungry-always-foolish environment.
Tons of freedom and responsibility from the very beginning.
The ideal opportunity to sink your teeth into new, real and exciting projects.
Flat as a pancake employee hierarchy.
Epic bootcamps where we enjoy riding our bikes and more outdoor activities.
Fuel in the form of free drinks and snacks.

Send us right now your CV  and a few lines about you and your motivation to
tena@fazua.com with subject [EMBEDDED SYSTEMS PRODIGY].

